would an obscure term of Judaic ``translatese'' have become mainstreamed, but we would also have signaled the marriage of the modern with the classical, the renegotiation of modernity in light of our ancient and medieval heritage. Of course, things did not work out quite the way we planned. People asked whether the journal had something to do with proofreading. Local journalists who picked up the story of our founding complained that they had never heard of such a word; this, despite the translation that we so helpfully provided on the inside cover: ``PROOFTEXTS:
The scriptural passages used by the Rabbis to legitimate a new interpretation.''
The word ``prooftext'' had a further, hidden advantage in that it is Englishspeci®c; it does not readily translate into another European language. Were le prooftext ever to make it into French parlance, for example, it would sound as exotic as asmakhta does to the Hebrew ear. English was both our medium and our message; both our target audience and our teleology. English, for us, meant the road to emancipation. English was also our state of exile. And English may someday prove to be our national liberation.
Twenty-®ve years ago, when Jewish studies was still the province of a few elite schools, there was no English-language journal in which to publish a serious So to enter the closed world of English as a scholar of Jewish literary texts was nothing less than an act of emancipation. And, to up the ante, we insisted on adopting the English literary essay Ð as opposed to the German scholarly monograph Ð as our model. Readability, we cried, È uber alles! We delighted in puns, epigraphs, and pithy formulations. We aimed at a style that was free of jargon. We wrote initially for one another; an essay of interest to all the editors was deemed an And with each advance in technology, the task of emancipation, of equal citizenship for all typographical and semantic ®elds, became that much more di³cult to realize. How to distinguish between an apostrophe and a romanized alef?
Between the ¶olem and the left-handed dot on top of a sin?
All of this presupposed a publisher that cared about such matters. Lacking as we did an institutional or membership base, we had no choice but to trust the freemarket economy. We sent out our prospectus and hoped for the best. Since 2003, the majority of our readers access the journal (or whatever articles are of particular interest) online, and our subscription base has doubled.
I make it seem as if all the battles have been won and all the glitches have been ironed out when, in fact, every issue raises a host of new problems, while the old problems never seem to get resolved. For English is also our state of exile. If there is no elegant way to denote the Land of Israel during the struggle for
Jewish political sovereignty Ð a problem that comes up only in articles on modern Hebrew literature Ð how much more forcefully were we reminded of our state of exile when the newly designed cover for volume 11 (1991) appeared, just after our tenth-anniversary extravaganza: the cover was published upside down! Thereafter, whenever we submitted a new design, we made sure to pen an arrow on the back to signal which side was up.
Truth is, just as ``prooftext'' will never become a household word, neither will Thinking that it could, we invested enormous energies in the act of translation. For thirteen years, this was our stubborn, sacred mission: to serve as a bridge The Task of the Jewish Translator
This was a utopian venture that failed, and it failed not because our energies or funding ran out.⁵ When Israeli academics were required to have foreign-language publications on their CV if they hoped to get promoted, they were only too glad to subsidize and supervise the translation. Our bridge-building venture failed because we spoke two di²erent languages: the discourse of English was incompatible with the discourse of Hebrew. We, as members of a minority culture, had adopted the discourse of the majority (the English literary essay) in the hope of achieving emancipation. Hermeticism, in the case of Israelis, was the minority discourse adopted by a majority.⁶
The task of the translator of contemporary Hebrew criticism and scholarship was therefore both substantive and stylistic. Most every article had to be unpacked, recast into broader cultural and literary terms. Most every article had to be rewritten, because the Israeli academe placed no premium on clarity, structure, and topic sentences. And their footnotes! Two and a half articles were buried in the notes, based on a territorial imperative, that if they didn't stake out every ancillary theme, someone else would beat them to it.⁷ We alone could not teach Israelis how to think English. But by dint of creative translation, by bringing together in every volume the Hebrew Bible, midrash and rabbinics, medieval and modern Hebrew literature, and Yiddish, European, and Jewish American writing, we did succeed in building a paper bridge to a universal Jewish culture that lies somewhere over the horizon. In this culture, everything matters.
Footnotes do matter, because footnotes signify the chain of transmission; they acknowledge an existing body of scholarship upon which to build Ð and rebuild.
Footnotes matter because as Jews, we have learned that tradition attaches to the text.
The unmediated reading of the text is at best naive; at worst, heretical. And since the purpose of the commentary is to serve the text, the correct citation, romanization, and translation of the text also matter.
In this imagined universal Jewish culture, Yiddish matters. However proud I am of the three thematic issues that we devoted to Yiddish Ð``Sholem Aleichem:
The Critical Tradition'' (6:1), ``Reclaiming Isaac Bashevis Singer'' (9:1), and I. L. 
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scholars and intellectuals wished to be judged. Six and seven decades later, however, there were competing models of excellence, and being stuck in the German mold had become a mark of pedantry. (2) Nothing in my comments is intended to impugn the scholarly rigor and depth of our Israeli colleagues. Scholarship produced in America often appears super®cial and impressionistic by comparison.
7 If the scholars listed earlier come out sounding more user-friendly in Prooftexts than they do either in other English-language publications, or in their Hebrew original, the credit often should go not only to the translator listed just below the academic byline, but also to the editors who work behind the scenes. I should like to take this opportunity to express my special thanks to our indefatigable copyeditor, Janice Meyerson, and to Joel Rosenberg, the guest editor of the special issue ``The Cinema of Jewish Experience'' (22:1/2). 
